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Yahya related to me from Malik from his grandfather al-Hasan from his father that
Malik bin Umar al-Asbahi was the author of one of the Sahihs that was recorded that

Al-Qattan said that the Messenger of Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him
peace, said, What is between the two hours of dawn and dawn is three loud

moments, a moment before dawn, when the sky is bright with its light. There is an
interval of one day and a half. What is between the two hours of dawn and dawn is

the first hour. What is between the first hour and dawn is twelve hours. What is
between the sunset and the time of its setting is a day. What is between the setting
of the sun and the first third of the night is a day. What is between the first third of
the night and the second third of the night is a day. What is between the second
third of the night and the third of the night is a day. What is between the third of

the night and dawn is a year. What is between the day and the time of its setting is
a day. What is between the time of its setting and the dawn of the day after it is a
month. What is between the dawn and its first third is an hour. What is between its

first third and its second third is a day. What is between its second third and its
third is half a day. What is between its third and its fourth is an hour. What is

between its fourth and its fifth is a day. What is between its fifth and its sixth is half
a day. What is between its sixth and the midpoint between the sunset and the first
third of the night is a day. What is between the midpoint and the sunset is a month.
What is between its midpoint and dawn is a year. What is between its sixth and the
time of its setting is a month. What is between its time of setting and the dawn of

the day after it is a year.
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yahya related to me from malik from his uncle abu suhayl ibn malik
that his father said, i used to see a carpet belonging to aqil ibn abi

talib spread out on the day of jumua up to the west wall of the
mosque. when the shadow of the wall covered the whole carpet, umar
ibn al-khattab would come out and pray the jumua prayer. malik, abu
suhayls father, added, we would then return after the jumua prayer
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and take our midday sleep. yahya related to me from malik from his
uncle abu suhayl ibn malik that his father said, i used to see a carpet
belonging to aqil ibn abi talib spread out on the day of jumua up to

the west wall of the mosque. waqidi related to me from malik from ibn
shihab from ibn shihab from ibn shihab from ibn shihab that the angel
jibril came down and prayed and umar said, i didnt know that he had
delayed the prayer. umar asked the people to pray, so that he might
hear the angels prayer and he said, now that the angels prayer has

come, i dont see any prayer, except the one that i and my
companions were making. he said, yahya related to me from malik
from abu ayyub al-ansari from abu hatim al-razi from abu amir al-

udhri from malik bin anas from ibn shihab from ibn shihab from ibn
shihab that umar ibn abdal-aziz delayed the prayer. urwa ibn az-

zubayr came and told him that al-mughira ibn shuba had delayed the
prayer one day while he was in kufa and abu masud al-ansari came to
him and said, whats this, mughira dont you know that the angel jibril
came down and prayed and the messenger of allah, may allah bless

him and grant him peace, prayed. 5ec8ef588b
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